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Reoorted by 

PRESS CONFERENCE OF GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 

HELD FEBRUARY 28, 1974 

Beverly D. Toms, CSR 

{This rouqh transcript of the Governor's press conference 

is furn:iEhed to the members of the Canitol nress corps for their 

convenience only. Because of the need to get it to thepress as 

soon as Possible, no corrections are made and there is no guaranty 

of absolute accuracy.) 

---.oOo-- ..... 
GOVERNOR REAGAN: Just seems like yesterday ,,,e met. 

No ooening statement. 

Q Govern6r, the cay after Oregon imposed its odd·even 

number, Governor McCall gave uo his Lincoln Continental for an 

Audi comoact. Are you 'l:'illing to qive up your Lincoln Continental 
, 

for a comoact car? 

Wel1, as I have stated before, thi.ngs of that kinc3 I've 

left in the hands of security anc there are provisions -- I don't 

know what his problems are. They are in Oregon. What ours are 

here, we have limited our driving, to tl'.e.best 01our ability. 

have used other cars when it was suitable.. And I abide by the 

We 

fact that there are eommunications features and security features 

involved in the use of the vehicles that we take, and I beave that 

to security. 

Q Governor, can you tell us what· you. a1·e doing wlth' the 
/ 

federal ener2t office in trying to get a return of the state exempt 
/ , / / 

status on crude oil. 

A Well, I'll be in Washington, as you know, next week, on the 

National Governor's Conference, and.we are going to se~hat we can 

do there,. regarding ..... set·. up appointments about this. I feel 

as the Controller feels, that this was discriminatory and that we 

should not be -- come under that limit. 

Q Es the state going to sue? 

A Oh, I don't know what the action will be. Let's see what 

we ~an find out when we sit down to consult .. 

Q Governor, are you going to endorse Proposition s, the 

gas diversion proposition? You have endorsed Proposition 18 in 

1970. Will you endorse Proposition 5 this time? 
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A We have. t had a meeting on Proposi~~on s. I haven 1 t 

even -- I wouldn't even be able to tell you the details of it right 

now. 

Q What -- how do you feel al::lout gas tax diversion now that 

we have an energy crisi~ and a gas shortage? 

A on the gas tax diversion? 

Q Right. 

Well, I think OBe 

studied very thoroughly, is 

o~ th~ubjects in that, that has to be 

that in this era of rising cost~ the 

gasoline tax is not as it was so often thought of as a great 

cornucopia from which ever9one could get everything they wanted. 

As a matter of fact there are . great restrictions now in our ability 

to distribute these funds for maintenance and for building naaaesary 

building. We are way behind in the Master Plan even for the 

correcting of danger spots inour highway system simply because of 

the higher cost of all construc·i.:::.~m. 

Q Governor, did gas statio'..1s in the process of drawing up 

( / / / 
a gas plan, a marke ing plan, did gas station dealers refuse to be 

contfolled in terms of their hours and operating days? 

A N~, no, it if'ur feeling that -- you know, and I think 

consistent with our whole approach to matters, that we want the 

least intereference with the private sector and the private market-

place that we can possibly have and do the job that government has 

to do. And we feel that we can get that kind of cooperation. 

A program of the kind we proposed, even though it is mandatory, 

still depends like so many otl'ers of our laws, depends on the 

willingness of the people to cooperate. And we believe in the 

meetings that our people have had with the -- Association of Dealers 

that they want to cooperate and they want to help alleviate this 

situation themselves. 

Q It seems that there are more controls ~- more of the 

law deals with customer than the gas station owner. Why is that? 

A No, no, and some of you seem to have misunderstood a 
/ 

little bit al::out the -- this whole idea of penalties involved in 

this plan. If you will check the law you will find that any time 

that an emergency is invokes and regulations are set out for an 

emergency, the law requires the penalties which are contained in 

this one. Now, those penalties, some of you seem to have noticed 

the top limit that can be imposed and think of that as the regular 
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what would take pla~ for any violation. This --~,s a misdemeanor 

and it is in the law whether the emergency is invoked far this or 

anything else. And as a misdemeanor it means that it can range 

fxom a warning to a dollar to no jail aii the way up, i~ou 8 ve got 

a chronic offender and someone who really is showing criminal intent; 

to where tm Judge would have the flexibility of going as hig'h as 

$500 fine and six months in jail. But that is th~aximum. It cpes 

just as a traffic offense, it goes -- it goes all the way down to 

somebody can just say; "Don-t do that again." 

Q What would lt .. take in California for the imposition of 

ratiefuing, and does the State of California havethe power by 

itself to do that? 

A I don't know in the present set-up. 

ED MEESE: You could under an emergency situation.o 

A Yes, I suppose that. 

MR MEESE: But t::.a·c has not been contemplated• 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Yes, we donit contemplate it. 

We don't -- we don 1t favor it. We don~t think it would be useful. 

It is certainly not going to create an additional pint of gas. 

What would the circumstances in your opinion have to be 

before rationing would be necessary? 

A I honestly couldn't just sit here now and spin off what 

would have to take place • I don't know. Maybe if the shortage 

became so great, the lack of gasoline became so greattthat you had 

to restrict driving down to emergency veh~cles and so forth, or even 

perhaps just a minimum of absolutely necessary driving. 

the shortage is not that great. 

So far 

Q If We will have long lines at service stations, even with the 

odd-even plan, Would you then consider rationing? 

A Well, that's a hypothetical question. ~ant to see what 

happens with this plan and the places whre it is going to work. 

So far we have heard from enough counties that account for about 

51 per cent of the automobiles in California• But I'm not sure that 

rationing alone, just the fact that you have to have a coupon, is 

going to -- if they are going to persist in sitting in those lines 

I don't know, I don•t see where just having rationing is going to 

change that. First of all, the people themselves, according to 

the polls, have indicated they don•t want rationing. 

erable margin they donit want rationing. 

By a consid-

Q Governor, officials in Oregon have said that even 

though they institl±ed such an o~d~even plan, when their state supply 



dropped below 70 p . cent peopJ.e panicked agai ... 

A Yes. 

Q They say that California will work only if we can stay 

above 70 per cent. Do you have assurances that that will bethe 

case? 

Oh, I don't know what the percentage is. We have no 

indication that there is going to be such a shortage. There was 

a period when Oregon and some other States in the beginning of 

this allocati~n program there was an unequal distribution and some 

states were short-changed. And I think that Oregon was one of those. 

And the -- it did create a pani~ situation'. I don't think that 

just going in long lines helped that situation any. It didn't 

increasethe amount of gas they had. 

Q 

/ 
supply? 

/ "" / Is California expected to stay above 70 per cent in 

A Well, we sertainly hopo so. All the evi:l9nce we have nou,J 

indicates that we will. 

Q Governor, your administration is putting the burden on 

the service station operators for deciding whether a vehicle is 

in commerce use. Now, isn't that kind of a heavy burden to put 

on a young man? Rather than you defining what a commercial use is? 

A Well, on the other hand, though, when we looked at the --
the con'Srast, this was one of those things of trying in this limited 

time to convey or to put together the lis~of everything that would 

qualify as commercial. And it just becam¥e so cumbersome and 

had so many possibilities of loopholes there or errors there that 

we decided it probably made more sense for the man at the pump 

to -- to know whether it was legitimately a commercial vehicle. 

Obviously, if the United Paree~ pulls in and wants gas, that is a -

that's a commercial vehicle. There may b~ome borderline cases 

and there may be some disputes between individuals. We think the 

percentage of that would be so small that it wasn't worth the 

cumbersomeness of trying to solve that with a regulation. You 

had your hand up. 

Q 

Q 

A 

I wanted to talk about another subject. 

SQUl?.RE: Are they all done on gas? 

How about milk? 

I don't think you can get a mile on it. 

(Laughter) 



Q Governor, you know, the California airymen are asking 

for a lt"cent a gall~n increase. What do you think of that situa-

tion? 

A Wel 1, it is not for me to comment. Under thej>rogram that's 

mandated by law here in the State of California, the regulato~y 

program of da~ries 1 there will be hearings and I understand i:h.ey 

are taking place today. These hearings are -- there is a board that 

then hears the reasons for this and makes a recommendation to the 

Department o~griculture. And all of this is very carefully 

prescribed as to the factors that must be proven in order to justify 

an increase. And so I'd only be guessing. I haven't heard. 

I don't know what their case is. And a board will hear it and 

then the decision will be made within the framework and the 

specifications of the law. 

Q They are cl aimir.~g the board is merely a rubber stamp. 

They grant increases every t::me the farmers want them and looking 

at last year, the --

A Well, they make r:s..:o mmendations, but then we have a 

Director of the Department of Agriculture and :ran assure you he's 

no rubber stamp. I don't think the Board is, but 

Q Well, he works for you. If he asks you for advice, what 

will you counsel? 

A I'd want to know what it was they told him. 

Q Governor, doyou think the state has any busi~s fixing pr.i£!! 

of milk? 

A If you want my personal philosophy on this --

Q Well, you areth e governor and it is your program. 

A My personal philosophy is, of course, I'm a believer in 
/ / 

the free marketplace. Now, we~now that the dairy industry is 

regulated and has been for many, many years at the national level 

and here at the state level. The dairy industry itself wants 

this, insists that it is necessary. The milk is a kind of utility. 

If I had my druthers there wouldn't be such a program. 

Q Do you think the Governor -- the dairy industry wants this 

because they can always get a higher price for their milk whenever 

it is convenient to them? 

A No, aa·a matter of fact you find much the same thing 

going on with regard to maximums as to minimums. The whole --
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and there -- I must say that the dairy industrY,di~ave -- there 

are arguments on t .. cir side and when you hear t:hem and hear the 

legitimacy of the case,they present as to what might happen on a 

free market of wast~nd extravagance tlhd the possibility of 

higher prices, they -- they make some sense, too. Philosophically, 

they have never been able to convince me that we wouldn't be better 

off on a free marketplace just as right now I think we~d be better 

off without the wage and price controls that are imposed at the 

national level. 

Q Governor, does this go for liquor, too, which we have mini-

mum prices under Fair Trade? 

A Well, right now there is some study going forward on this, 

on this particular case. , 
Q How do you sta.nd philosophically on liquor, Governor? 

A Well, I think there are some protections that have to 

be given because if government E!x::.sts to protect us from each other, 

in the diversity of selling mechanisms in the lig;uor indu.~.try the 

possibility does exist for some merchandisers to be able to 

sell even at a loss until they had driven the others out of business 

and then have them -- have a kind of monopoly situation. This 

must be guarded against. Because I think we are talking about 

the Fair Trade Law, A-'tl1e protection of the mom-and-pop liquor 

store from the seller who sells a great many other products and 

could afford to take a loss on one for a period mf he wanted to 

drive o~t competition. This is~hat's lead to the Fair Trade laws 

that we have. But, as I say, I can• t go beyond te 11 ing you that 

right now there is legislation being considered and there is 

study going forward on this whole subject. 

Q The loss leaders is ;true in every field. Why are you 

certain that philosophically you don't like controls on milk prices 

but you won't say the scame thing on liquor prices? 

A No, I said philosophically -- no, Itll still say 

philosophically I believe in a free market. 

Q Governor, do you haue any reactlcn to the latest #fel.~L~ll_ 
r ~ ~ 

which shows that two Democrats would beat either of the Republican 
,,~ 

candidates for Governor at this point? 

A Yes, I'll fall bac~ on the line that a poll is only as 

good as the day it is taken. I don~t ~-the cameai~n,iasn't 

gotten under way yet. I think when the da~didates have to get out 

there and face each other in thefyes of the public, then -- then 

they will be judged by the people on what they advocate and what they 



want tc;> do. That ia,, they all tell the truth a°r""-Vt what they 

advocate and what they want to do. For example, I think that 

when some of the candidates get out there trying to sell themselves 

on the basis of anti-capital punishment and legalizing marijuana 

and so forth, some pgple might take strong positions with regard to 

that. 

Q 

District was up here the other day asking for a two to fife year 
/ /. ,/ 

extension for the half cent sales tax that goes on the three BART 

counties .. Now, it was mostly on your insistence in 1969 that 

the tax was imposed in the first place, rather than a bridge toll 
'J,' 

to help finance BAR • .... Are you for an extension t<11elp BART, the 

~----~--- of the sales tax? 

A Here again, I;m going to see what the case is and what 

form the legislation takes. Yes, I -- as a matter of fact, was pretty 

advocate this was about th~ cnly way we could go: the last time, 

rather than opening up the b~idge tolls which were instituted for 

the purpose of paying off tl-.e bonds. And that previous request 

would have required refinanz:i:.1g some of those bonds at the time --

at a time when the bond market was not good and when we would come 

out -- come out paying higher interest if we had to refinance than 

we are presently paying. So this was the answer., The people in an 

area want this thing, then wepave them the privilege o~aving -

of imposing a tax in their area to pay for it. 

Q Governor, sometime ago Jesse Unruh was quoted as saying 

that the true Republican nominee for the Gubernatorial in the 

Gubern~.2£~al race hasn't yet emerged. There may yet be another one. 

Do you think there is any possibility of -- of someone else coming 

into this race and taking along a --

A No, I don't know. Maybe he was still one of those last 

hope souls who was still thinking that I was playing some kind of 
.r. 

a game. I don't know what his thinking was. You •a have to aS<: .,. 

him. 

Q Governor, how do you explain the fact that despite your own 

" neutrality just about all of your so-called kitchen cabinet, your 

major finance supporters have gone for Flo~noy and none, as far 

as I know, has actually come out for Reinecke? 

A Well, I don't know that that -- that• s true and I kn ow 

that a great many people haven't been heard from. I don't think 

the ranks have -- have filled up ~lready within the party for 

for both candidates. I know that there are many people that 
__ ..,~ 



still are trying to make up their minds on thi~~ and I can't tell 

you. I only know chat I -- took my position and I went to the 

trouble of informing everyone who had ever been closely associated 

with me and whose name I often refer to when yo~peak of them as 

my supporters, that I was goin~o be absolutely neufu1, but that I 

thought that they should conduct themselves as party members and 

go whichever way -- whatever way they wanted to go and participate 

in the party activities and the only string that I still held on 

anyone that I try to hold on all the party members is that when the 

primary is over they will all be united behind the nominee. 

""' Q In fact, Governor, haven•t some of your supporters said 

h i / l / h • "' / i d id t at they prefer to squ rre away t eir money n case you ec e 
i:' 

to run for President? 

A Well, I can't belieue there is anyone left who thinks that. 

I don•t think there is, no, because --

Q That thinks what, that you'll run for President or they 

squirrel their money away? 

A I thought you meant -- squirrel it away, so that ~ight 

suddenly change my mind and become a candidate. 

Q Right. 

A I don't think anybody is going anything of that kind. 

That would be a lot of squirreling. 

Q Governor, one question, do you think that Lieutenant 

Governor Reinecke made a tactful error in his approach to the tax 

special prosecutmr in the ITT aff,~iFJ Do you think he would have 

been wiser to just ignore the situation in the hopes 

A Well, the situation wasn•t going to ignore him; and rightly 

or wrongly no one will ever know in a thing of that kind. I know 

he is confident of his innocence and non-involvement and he's 

watched this thing drag on and drag on and he wants a resolution of 

it. And I think anyone of us in the same position would want the 

same thing. 

Q Do you think he•s wise to ask for his lie detector test 

what's yotrfeeling on that? How do you think -- do you think 

that would satisfy the public of what1 
/ 

A I don't know, but I think it certainly shows his own confi~ 
/ / / 

tence it hie inagcence. 

Q How about your confidence in his innocence? 
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A 
~ 

As I told :>u the other day,. I haven' seen any -- any 

evidence of any wrongdoing on his part. 

very moral and -- very upright man. 

I've always found him 

Q There are two bills in the legislature that will change 

the date of the ~rimary in California, shortening the time between 

the primary and general election. If that -- either of thos; bills 

got to your desk would you sign them? 

A Well , you know I never comment on sign or veto any 

specific legislation until I actually see it there on the desk, but . 

again in theory I have many times said that if everyone is concerned 

about the cost of campaigning one of the best ways rather than a 

limitation on how much someone can spend would be to shorten the 

period of campaigning. Ar.d it is true, you set up a campaign 

organization and acquire headquarters and so forth throughout the 

state for a primary in Junec and then theoretically the main cam

paign doesn't get under way till Labor Day, but we all know that 

that campaign organization and those expenses go :on from June right 

straight through the summe:>;' 1.:ntil the b5.g campaign gets under way, 

and I have often myself sai~ 3 why don~t we have the primary and 

literally go from there with the momentum still going right into 

the the two months of campaining for the gereral election. 

Q Do you think a shorter campaign time would he{p 

incumbents more than the challenger? 

A Oh, I -- I can't see where it -- where it necessarily 

would, no. Because there is no -- you know, the -- your challengess 

in the primary there, they are appealing to the people then and 

making themselves known. 

Q Governor, as you know, next Tuesday there is a special 

Congressional election down in Ventura County. Would you expect 

this election to be a national indicator as far as confidence 

in the administration? Another Watergate test, as some of the 

other Congressional elections have been described? 

A No, I don't think so. And I'd hate to think so. I 

don't lnow just exactly how the -- what the issues have been 

that are on the -- in}he campaign so far. Of course it is -

it is a primary and unless someone gets 50 per cent of the vote, 

in which case the special election will be over. :r don't really 

know in this -- at this time what they have beeif ampaigning on. 
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A 

0 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Are you ~volved in any regard in tr,-~ election? 

What? 

Are you going down in the election to help Lagomarsino? 

No. 

You are staying out of it? 

I didn't stay out of it, you go where you are~sked. 

Governor, the food distribution program began again in 

Oakland today and it seemed that there were long l•nes and a lot of 

people again. Woul:lyou in any way say that -- that no one took 

your advice the other day on aiding and abetting lawlessness? 

A Oh, I didn't -- I didn •t really expect that a lot of 

people faced with free food were going to rush out and say, •we 
wao•t do it because the Governor doesn •t want us to. 11 I expressed 

an opinion, what(they are doing. Now, from here on, and I'm not 

retreating from anything I said the other day, I stated a position 

then, but again I have to ask all of your indulgence on refraining 

from comment or discussion on this case as it goes on and it is 

still as sensitive as it ever was, and the main -- th+ain idea s 
(#.-lllf'1"'11'~) 

to get that young~girl back safett. 

Q Do you thi.nk in light of the sensitivity you talked about 

it may have been wise not to say anything the other day? 

A 

Q 

No, as a matter of fact, quite the contrary. 

Governor, doyou think those long lines indicate there 

are many hungry people in California as the SLA contends? 

A No, I just think there is a characteristic on the part 

of the people that they love something for nothing. That •s why 

so many give-away shows are popular. 

0 Governor, did you ever make a report to the President about 
,,,,.. ,.,.-· 

your trip to Australia and Singapore? 

A I have not had a chance to make in any depth a report to , · 

him in person .. But to the various agencies and departments that 

would be concerned, I have reported. 

Q What, in essence, did you conclude? 

A Well, there were - the re were specid!ics, a npmber of 

specifics of -- that I learned with regard to our overseas trade, 
a ,,_&1=wi ttnm>l'>!M\\-~ 

Singapore and Djakarta, suggestions that business community 

made that -- that coo. ld speed things up., perhaps inor.e.ase our ,, 
export business, this sort of thing. And so I brought those 

messages back. 
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Q Governor, Jur administration was iiJ~~port of a 

bill by Senator Lagomarsino that would have replaced the exclusionary 

rule .. At the end of the 30 -- at the end of January, when the 

1973 legislation died, he made a tactical move on the last day 

of the session to amend the bill, it went out to print, and it came 

back and it died. I just wonder whether this indicates you are 

giving up the push er support of replacing the extlusionary rule. 

A Not at all, it indicates that we are still faced with 

a majority in control of the legislature who is resistant to 

passing any inti-crime bills. 
¢' .,,, 

Governor, can we go back to the food distribution program .. 

\!'O'r'W!!~ asked if you thought those long lines meant that there were 

many people in this state who were hungry and needed food and you 

said no. 

A No. 

Q What does that -- could we --

A No. 

Q -- try that answe::.: again. 

A No, I said -- I said again I thought it re~~aled that 

there were a lot of people who will always enjoy getting something 

for nothing and I think that's true of all of usJ it is a trade of 

human nature. We have, I think, as fine a welf ~=e system at the 

governmental level as there is in the world today, here in Califor

nia. Substantial increases have been made in the grants to the 

people in that system. Eligiblity ifeasy to determine. If someone 

is in need. At the local level there is -- there is a welfare 

system called "County General Relief" in which anyone simply on 

the claim of hunger can go in and be taken care of immediately. 

In addition to that we have a number cf private programs as we have 

always had in this country that nationwide spend billions of dollars 

a year on this. No~ the actual figures would seem to belie that. 

I'm not going to say that there isn't poverty here and there that 

somehow gets overlooked for one reason or another. Someone that 

is in exceptional need and their proble~ has not beenyesolved. We 

know that's true, and I'm not going to say that the people -... on 

welfare are living the same life that everyone else is living. 

But I think this country has proven that it is doing up to virtually 

the limits of its ability to meet this problem. But the figures 

indicate that more than 95 per cent of all the people in the United 

States have at least the minimum daily nutritional input guaranteed 
"'I'll-



-·" 
to keep up energy d health~1and so forth. ~ _ per cent of the 

people in this country have the gas and electric appliances in their 

homes. 80 per cent of them have§elevision. I don't know whether 

that 1 s good or bad. I didn't mean that. 

(Laughter) 

A But poverty is a kind of a comparative thing and I think 

in our country we have come to rule that poverty is not as it is 

in thefest of the world, based on an inability to provide food and 

shelter and clothing to sustain life, which is the general definition 

Here in this country we have set a limit and said 

we base -- we call you poverty anything below a certain proportion 

of the general standard of living. Now, how many countries in 

the world could someone with an automobile and a T. v. set and an 

electric range and refrigerator be classed as poor? 

by our standards and we want to raise them up. 

But -- they are 

Go~ernor, earlier you 8nid)that when some of these candidates 

start talking about favor -- being against capital punishment and 

favoring legalization of marijuana the voters won't think very much 

of them. On the marijuana thing, who are you referring to? 

A I'm I'm just referring to candidates who have recently 

taken stands and said that they would supporr or even introduce 

legislation'="-

Q Do you have any specifically in mind1 

I have some specifically in mind. But I 'lL.femain 

non-partisan for the moment. 

Q Governor, these are Democrats, I assume, right? 

A Yeah. 

(Laughter) 

Governor, with regard to the death penalty, Senator 

Wedworth put a bill across the desk yesterday, I believe, that 

provides for mandatory death Eenalt~ in the event o~idnapping, 

where it is not provided for in the current law. The bill contains 

an urgency clause. Do you think that that might be a sensitive 
/ 

sub~ect in the sense that it might jeopardize the Hearst case? 

A Oh, would 'JO u --

ED MEESE: It wouldn't apply to the Hearst case anyway. 

A No, tt woulan•t. 

Q If she's still being held 
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A See, the c.:r~me was committed before, ~~ .. is just the same 

as the ~eath penal~ legislation, we now have crimes that were 

committed before ·that was put into operation. 

Q If she's still being held by the kidnappers at the time 

that that bill should become operative and it reached your desk 
and 

during that period/it was signed, my understard ing is it woul:J not 

be retroactive. 

A I •m a layman, I've got to ask my lawyer there. 

ED MEESE: See the bill .when it gets on the desk. 

A That's a typical lawyet•·s answer, too. 

Q Governor, last week you offered a compromise on a proposal 

for development centers for disabled children that was -- gave 
~---w r- ""'="'11i 

virtually everything that had been proposed in a bill you vetoed 

last year. Why did you reverse your policy on that particular 

proposal? 

A Well, among other reasons, because last year when we 

vetoed it, we were making a study of this entire situation. 

And now we know more than W£~id last year. 

SQUIRE: 0ot any m~re questions? 

Q Just one. Governor, have you "de a~y; •obange yet in your 

I know you had it on the market for 

a year or more. Has it actually been sold or a.:~ything? 

A Are you offering to buy, because I'm willing to sell. 

Q I'll talk ~o ynu later. 

A O~ K. No, it is still there and it's unsold as yet, 

but it is on the market~ 

SQUIRE: Thank you, Governor. 

---coo---
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Reported by 

PRESS CONFERENCE OF GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 
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GOVERNOR REAGAN: Good morning .. 

Q Governor, long lines of cars still persist in Santa C~ara 

and some other major counties and one of the reasons that local 

people think this is, is that one,· service stations are not allowed 

by federal regulations to make appointments to sell gasoline. And, 

two, the hours are not staggered~ Now, my question is, would you ~ 

ask the federal government to repeal their ban on sasoline sales 

by appfuiintment, and number two, would you give Santa Clara County 

and other counties who are asking it, the authority to mandate 

business hours if voluntary staggering fails? 

A Well, let me just say, and here's one where I can update 

all of you a little bit, w~ave -- just before I came in here, 

received the latest report from some counties, particularly in 

southern California, but including over in Santa Clara, City of 

San Jose, and with the exception of one comm~nity in southern 

Caljf ornia all of the reports are that t~1is morn::ng the lines are 

much sho=ter or virtually non-existent and that the.nituation is 

vastly improved. But in answer to your otber qucstio ns, let me 

just -~· I can't treat with them specific ally·, let me just tel l 

you that we are trying to put together a meeting before the week is 

out with local representatives from the nine counties who -- all 

of which have -- have asked for this plan. ~nd this is to 

discuss with them anything we might possibly do or any changes that 

might possibly be made to get their input and their ideas as to 

things that might be done to improve it. Again, I want to remind 

you that this is a plan that we have put into effect at the 

counties' request, to attempt to deal with this problem. It lbas 

only been in effect a short time, and it is a plan that is intended 

to be run under local autonomy. Now, some counties have -- well, 



they have varied amr~g them in the manner in wr ~"'h they have worked 

with the retailers, the gasoline retailers. And some have problems 

that others don't have, but a~f this morning the picture looked 

extremely bright from all of them. But we are going to have that 

meeting and see if there are things of this kind, anything 

additional that we can do. 

Q Just to make sure I understand, Governor, if the counties 

cannot get together with the service station operators and develop 

staggered hours on a voluntary basis, would you make business hours 

mandatory? 

Well, again, as I say, these are things that we want to 

wait until we have this meeting with them and see what we can do. 

We have tried to the best of your ability to -- to minimize any 

interference with the private mark~t and to do what we can do with the 

least amount of dictation. 
~~ 

Q Specifically, are ~Jtaggered business hours -- mandatory 

busine~ houf requirements for service stations un~r consideration? 

I have -- I could:;' t answer that and tell you that they a re 

because we actually we j>!s·~ simply have been getting the reports 

in from this. we~now want to meet witlfthem. I think there would 

be some question as to whether under the -- under the emergency act 

that is used to -- to implement this plan that we would have such 

authority. 

Governor, when you were in Washington last week did you 

request an incre~se, to California's gas allocation? 

Did we what? 

Q Did you personally request an increase for California's 

2as allocation~ It's been -- several Congressmen criticizeJ 

California's allocation as being below the national average. 

A Well, there seems to be a little misunderstanding. Now, _ 

if I heard correctly when I was in Washington, the plan as it was 

explained to the governors in session was, one that that sounded 

fine and fair to me. It reassured me on one point, and that was 

the original plan which was based on a proportion percentage of the ·~ _. 

1972 gas use in each area did not previously take into account the 

difference in states with regard to growth. That some st ates that 

remained static in popolation and the number of automobiles · 

getting a percentage, the same percentage of 1972's gasoline that, 

say, Cal:iffornia was getting where there's been a vast increase in 

the number of automobiles, would beynfair. But we were told that 



the actual gas on hand yet has been changed as a result of it, that 

the allocation is based on 1972 adjusted upward for the increase 

in the number of automobiles. And on that basis it would be fair to 

California and as fatr as any other state i~etting. Now, it 

could be that some of these Congressmen are talking about the original 

allocation plan which had not taken into account the increase in 

cars. 

Q Would it be -- but the State of California, why are gas 

stations still closing" 

it now? 

Why can't you get .2!.. any where youfant 

Well, there is no question that all of the acts and the 

allocation is the sharing of a shortage. There is no ·one that 

can -- cay say that any of these plans mas increased the amount of 

gasoline by as much aspne pint. We are going to have about 83 

per cent of what we considered a normal use of gas:Dline in 1972. 

Now, this means that everyore is gG ing to have to -- if you take that 

85 -- 86 per cent, something, it-. comes out about that figure --

if you take that and make the adjustment for the emergency vehicles 

which must have a hundred per cent of what they had previously, this 

as we figure reduces down to where the rest of the people are going 

to have to cut their driving or their mileage down to about 80 per 

cent of what they had then. This means that the conservation measures 

of individuals having to cut out unnecessary driving, carpooling, 

all of these things will have to continue. But there is nothing 

in this system that eliminates the fact that we have less gasoline 

to share among ourselves than we had before. 

Q Governor, you mentioned that all areas except one that you 

polled this morning ~eemed to be improved. What was that one area? 

A I it's no secret, Pasadena, I think, reported that they 

bad long lines this morning. 

Q Reports that I heard this morning, that is that there were 

long lines in San Francisco, did you~pecifically get that? 

A Well, as I say, we did not have reports in -- but I think 

in San Francisco right at the moment you have a rather abnormal 

situation. 

ED MEESE: But they are not in the plan. 

9 Have you cheeked and is it a fact that California's March 

Allocation is 85 per cent of the 1972 amount on hand, plus the growth 

factor? Are we in fact getting this increased amount? 



A As I said before, this is not the plan that has been 

adopted back there. Some days past. I can't tell you that -- in 

an operation as big as this is, nationwide, I can't tell you that 

that has yet been reflected in how many gallons of gas are in the 

oil station tamms. I don't know. I don't know the -- or have 

we had a report on whether the actual del:ivery has matched tha·~, 

but that is the intention and that's going to be the allocation 

method. 

Q In view of the seriousness of this, why can't you be --

find out whether we are getting what we are supposed to be getting? 

A Well, have we got an answer for that question there? 

VOICE; Yes, we know we have 752 million gallons. The 

additional to make up for t'!-1e growth in vehicle registration so far 

is by way of press release -- we haven't seen any hard paper on how 

this is actually going to b~ ac..:complished, but wet1ope to in the 

next day or two. 

Q Another subject. 

Q New subject. Go'i."e:::nor, have you had any communication 
. . , . ,/ ('fF.) 

with Mayor Alioto about thE: s1:ate tak:;,.ng any action in the city 

strike, specifically with -- in regard to the 

A I personally have not been in touch with him .. I know that 1 
• 

the Water Quality Control Bo3rd as of this mornir.g has asked the 

Attorney General to take action. We are concerned about the health 

problem particularly with the sewage that 1 s being dumped into the 

Bay. 

Q Is there possibly a contmmgency plan where state employees 

might go in and run those sewage plants if that were 

A Well, nine counties arourrl the Bay, as I understand it, 

are monitoring the water quality there with regard to the health --

from the health standpoint. And if this becomes a threat to health 

and they don't do something about it, well --

Q What can you do? 

A What? 

Q What can you do? 

A Well, we will "just have to simply move in and take --

take over with regard to the 

Q Governor, does that mean the National Gocard or what? 

A We haven't -- I don't think we have gotten down to details 
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of that yet as to how actually we would -- we would do this, but 

we do know that it is onr authority -- if local authorities do not 

or allow a health threat in an area and one that could spread to other 

areas not involved, such as San Francisco dumping the sewage, and 

this affecting the other surrounding counties and areas, the state 

has the authority to move --

Q Governor, do you have any suggestions for ending thit 

A I've had a suggestion for a long time. I think it is time 

for the people in this country to recognize and for governments to 
/ 

recognize the feeling of the people that public employees must not 
/ 

be allowed to strike. There is no way 

by public opponent -- public employees. 

that yo'*an cotiOClone strikes 

They do not haveifhe same 
) 

situation that private employees do in private industries. 

ment cannot go out of business. 

Govern-

Q How would you like to en~orce that, Governor? 

A Well, I think in this instance you'd refuse to sit down and 

negotiate any of the grievances of the people as long as they are 

out on strike .. If it passes five days without them reporting for 

work, you start rehiring. 

Q Governor, there was apparently a c~urt action in San 

Francisco this ~~~with an end to the strike and suggesting 

arrest of the people that have the picket lines. Have you heard 

about that? 

A No. 

Q Superior Court ruling apparently. 

A Well --

Q If that's true, what's your response to that -- your 

feeling about it? 

A Well, the law is the law. There is a present law. 

Right new the law says that public employees can't strike. And I 

remember a few years ago in riots and disturbances where we were 

making the ,Point all across the country and editorializigg to the 

effect that people cannot be selective in the laws that they will 

obey and the laws they will disobey. 

disobeyed. It should be enforced. 

Here's a law that's being 

Q Governor, are you saying that in -- weee you saying that 

the Mayor ought not to sit down with the striking employees in San 

Francisco now? 
-5-



A I was asked for my own opinion -- personal opinion as to 

how you would resolve this issue and I don't think you negotiate while 

they continue to strike. Here in Sacramento a coup~e of years ago 

when we had a similar situation, if youyill recall, the settlement 

came after they returned to work. 

Q Governor, would you apply this to all government employees 

or just emergency services or health services when they affect the 

standards of living of people? 

A All public employees. And i~ou 90 back down through the 

years you will find people - of: great divergent political views, 

such as from Cal Coolidge to Franklin Delano Roosevelt, are all 

on record as having made quite firm and eloquent statements -- I 

don• t think anyone's statement has perpaps topped Presmdent Roose

velt's statement to the effect that society ca~oot tolerate and 

cannot allow a strike on t~1'.'.! pc..rt o:ffublic employees. 

Q Is that an indica·;;i..-:in that if you -- another collective~ 

pargaining with strike bill like Moretti: or Moscone put in last 

year came to your desk you w·~·:.•ld."'l 't lo.:;;" on it favorably? 

A Well, you know t~:::t·.:: I do not comment on specific legisla-

tion before it gets there. 

(Laughter) 

A 

Q 

remark? 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

A 

Q 

Which I won't do. 

Governor, what reaction have you had to that botulism 

Let me ask another question on this other 

Wait a minute, we got another question on the strike. 

Who are you dealing with in these nine counties? 

ED MEESE: Health Officers. 

That's the Health Officers. 

ED MEESE: Through the State Department of Public Health. 

Through the State Department of Health. 

Before we get off that, Governor, what-specifically what 

has your Board asked the Attorney General to do? What action? 

ED MEESE: It sought an injunction to stop flow of 

sewage into the Bay and to the City to carry out its responsibility 

to operate the s~er system so that won't happen. 

Q The Governor's office has asked that? 

ED MEESE: No, the State Water Resources Control Board. 
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Q And to compel -- the writ to compel the City to operate 

that 

A The sewage plants. Now, is yours still on this or are 

we going 

Q I just want to ask a question here. Just as a point of 
/ / / ~ / 

clarification, at what point do you think the state should go into 
/ / 

San Francisco and operate the sewage plant or whatever? At what 

point -- what information would you have to have to make that 

decision? 

A Well, if the monitoring of the waters in the Bay indicate 

that there is a health threat to the people surrounding the bay, 

in those areas, and nothing is done at any other level, then the 

st ate has no other choice. The state has to go in and protect the 

health of the people and we will do it. 

Q Woule you limit it just to the sewage plants or would 

you -- or would you consider run~1ing the municipal railroad or other 

services? 

Well, right at the moment the only problem -- I don•t 

know what our authority would be taere. I know that in this 

instance the responsibility for the health of the people is the 

is the matter in which -- that we are dealing with and wm re the 

law is explicit. 

Now, you asked about that. I've commented on that before. 

In a completely private gathering I made a rather ludicrous 

statement which was simply intended not to be taken seriously , nor 

did anyone there take it seriously to express my frustration with 
(#~;,;;') 

this long-standing/t'tragedy. And if this offended anyone I apologize. 

I'm sorry for it. It was never intended, as I say, to get outside 

and one individual found it necessary to call a reporter and I 

think you all know my position and how -- how much I have eefrained 

from any comment on this because of tle sensitivity of the matter and 

because of the need to protect her and to hopefully get her back# 

safe and sound, to her family. So I have no further comments to 

make on -- on any of this, and I think that that responsibility 

regarding such comments extends to all of us. 

Governor, what difference does it make whether it got out 

or not, you are still making the comment before other people and 

you are representing the people of California there. 

A No, I said in a -- in a completely private gathering. And -
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Q Why does that make it right as opposed to not letting it 

get out? 

A I didn't say that it made it right. I wish I hadn't said 

it. 

Why did you make the comment in the first place even though 

it was private? 

Because these people in this private gathering, many of 

them from California, interested in what's going on here, were asking 

for information on the situation. Were asking about the matter 

of the people that were taking the food, they heard of the 

disturbances, they heard of the attitude at the beginning on the 

part of some of the people getting it and I just made a statement 

expressing my own frustration about this -- this whole situation and 

the inability to resolve it and to get this young girl back. 

And 

Q Governor, yeste:rdcy Randolph ~said he would like 
~ ~ ~ / 

to see Little and ~miro b~ siven free live T. v. time to make some 

sort of a statement. If th:::: various lc:gal authorl ties involved 

approve this sort of actio:1 1 this course of action, would you 

encourage it? 

A It doesn't -- there isn•t any way that I can comment on th~t 

or that I need to comment on that. As I have s~id before, Mr. 

Hearst I endorse Mr. Hearst's efforts and I'm quite sure that 

anyone in his position is going to do anything he can that he hopes 

will return his daughter safely and I have no· criticism or disapproval 

of what he's trying to do. The jurisdiction with regard to these 

two men and that particular incident rests with the authorities 

in the county and the Superior Court Judge. 

jurisdiction at all. 

He's not in our 

Q You couldn't prevent such a televised news conference 

yourself? 

A No, nor could I approve it. 

Q Governor, on the EU~lic strike situation, the more public 

strikes there are and the more successful they are, if indeed this 

one should turn out this way, that would tend to encourage even 

more public strikes. Is there any plan that you may have that 

that woul<l bring nhis to a head in an effort to stop -- stop this? 

A Well, we have been working long and hard here in our own 
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state relations with our emplgyees on plans and methods for -- for 

treating with grievances. For understanding what it is that 

are their problems and what they would like to have resolved. I 

think that we worked out some -- much improved machinery, methods 

of doing this. And this, I thin}( is a responsibility of any level 

of government. I do not mean to say when they can't strike t1nit 

this doesn't preclude us from doing everything possible to establish 

a forum whereby the workers and management in go~ernment can get 

together to work out solutions to whatever problems there may be. 

And I don't say that we have arrived at the perfect solution 

ourselves here in the state. We have vastly improved that, we 

continue to work, we continue to be open to ideas that will improve 

that. But this is done within the framework of a law that says 

public that recognizes that public employaes cannot strike. 

~ Would you appro~e of; say, the concept o{bin'ding arbitra-

tio6'? 

A Binding arbitratio~ in regard to gobernment gets you 

into a philosophical fie~av You have to rGcognize that the 

employees are employees cf <:!1:::! people. And the representatives of 

the people are chosen at the ballot box. Now, how do those 

representatives elected by the people find anyone else who has a 

higher authority or a higher ability to repres en,-: the people such 

as an arbitration board? And I -- I think when you get into this 

you find out that it sounds easy and it is -- is one of those 

simple sounding solutions but what ar1lJtration board not elected 

by the people can make a ruling that actually may affect the 

economy of the people? That might mandate on the people tax 

increases? Things of this kind are the responsbility of the 

elected officials of government. And therefore I think when you sit 

down to deal this way you have the highest level of aribtaation 

that's possible. 

Q Governor, is the sta(e goir;g t; go into San Francisco 

even if Mayor Alioto and the Board of Supervisors doesn't ask for 

your help? 

A Well, as I said before, we are not going in to San 

Francisco at all on just some mandate that we dream up on our own. 

The matter of public health :is a state responsibility. And if it 

is necessary to go in from that standpoint you don't have any 

choice in it. 



Q Suppose. th~y feel. that -- the state "''\ing in may injure 

their tries to end the strike. How would yo'1eel about that? 

A Let me refer you to·my lawyer. 

ED MEESE: · Every effort will be made to work through the 

local officials first. And beyond that it would only be an 

extreme emergency threatening the publici health and safety that 

would require any further act. 

Q Wh~t did you say, Ed, I don't understand that. Would you 

tell me again, only in the extreme emergencies would you go, 

is that what you said? 

ED MEESE: I said every effort would be made to work 

with an~through the local authorities. And I can't imagine that 

if the health and safety of the Bay area was threatened to}he 

extent that you suggest that the Mayor and the other city officials 

there would not carry out their responsibilities. 

Q On whose authority, Go·',;ernor,. would you feel that there 

was an emergency public 'health situation? Where wcu ld that 

decision be made? 

A That would have to be, -- I imagine that would be pretty 

technical and that would be on the findings of the -~ of tlte 

Water Quality in the bay. What this sewage and the bacteria level 

that had been brought up to and so forth, the -- they'd quarantine 

the beaches and so forth. That would be, I might say, medical 

or actual statistical findings and then experts in that field would 

rule whether this constituted a threat to the health of the people 

living in that area .. 

0. Governor, do you thi·nk it is advisable to wo.i t until 

there is extreme heafth emer~ncy at the rate of 100 million gallons 

a day of raw sewage --

A We are not waiting. Water Qualt ty -- Resources Board has 

taken the action already or has asked the action of the At:-torney 

General already on that matter. 

Q Yes, but you said you personally would not act unless 

it was an extreme health emergency, right? 

Well, no, I think what Ed was answering in my bahalf 

there was the fact that we are working through the local officials 

on this. But the Water Quality Board does have the authority to 

take tbe -- to· ask for the legal action they have asked f,or. And 

that is not waiting until it is declared a health menace,. but 

we know, for example, that the counties -- the nine counties 

around the Bav are monitoring and watching this. Am we are in 



touch with them and ·"'ur own health officials. 'Tow, what I said 

was in the uniquely case that if this reached a point of a threat 

to the health and those local government entitiew did not take 

action, then we'd have no choice but to take action for them. I 

cannot foresee those health authorities not taking action. I'm 

sure they would. 

Q Governor, what fundamental options are available to you 

as Governor that is in the action you've suggested? 

A 
/ / 

Well, I would think the taking over and the manning of 

the / 
sewage· pl·ants. 

Q By the National Guard? 

A I -- we haven't made any decision or any discussion of that. 

yet. 

Q !Mlat would you have to send in if you didn•t send the 

Guard? 

A What's that? 

Who would you have to send in to do this if you didn't 

have the Buard? 

ED MEESE: Under ~he Emerga~~y services Act, Governor, 

you have the responsibility to take over all local officials and 

all state officials that might help in solving this. So there 

are a whole varie!ly of options, none of which I t:1ink we ought to 

discuss hypothetically untiljN~ decide on one. 

Q Does that mean local employees under state jurisdiction? 

ED MEESE: He could take over local employees, a whole 

variety of options. 

Q 

Q 

Does that require an act of declaration of emergency? 

We are on to something else. What's yonr reaction to 
/ . / / 

the critique of--t.ne architectural critique of' the L.A. Times 

regarding your new residence? He says it is a form of self 

satire. 

A Well, I read his article, and I was re -- well, I 

discovered anew why for forty years they haven't been able to get 

a governor's residence. I don't know of anything that causes 

more controversy than the plans for a house. Everyone has his own 

idea astowhat the house should look like. Now, an architectural 

form was selected in the manner prescribed by law, by a committee 

within the state -- of government. It was selected from, as I 

understand it, about 70 applicants, architectural firms. There 

is a manual that has been put together over a number of yecms, 
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things that must be taken intoconsideration in the construction of 

a governor's residence. This architectural firm was given the go-

ahead on plans within that particular -- or the f ramewol;'k of 

that manua~. Now, they have come forth with a plan, the second 

plan that they came up with. The legislature put into the 

budget language that I would have to have a -- an approval myself 

of those plans. It is absolutely untrue that this -- that this 

represents our personal tastes or what we would build for ourselves; 

as a matter of fact it does not. But we tried to give input to 

the architects only on the basis of having lived in this situation, 

knowing some of the problems, knowing it firsthand and memory as to 

what's involved in offieial use of the home as well as personal use. 

That that was the basis of our input. An,ut has come a residence 

that contrasts to what many have said is not as grandiloquent as 

previously planned. It doesn't even have the floor space of the 

old residence that now is a ;i:(.lseum piace over here. It is a 

residence,using the term "mansion is -- is very inappropriate. 

It is a family residence wJ::id.£1 also I'ecognizes the occasional needs 

for official entertaining e:G1r'l so fort11. 

Q What's you: reaction, Governor, to the statement in that 

same article that it is like a thoroughbred race horse pulling a 

beer wagon? 

A I don't know what motivates the man. I guess architects 

disagree among themselves, but :fton't think there is any plan at 

all that could ever be found that wculd peease everyone. Certainly 

the last one under my predecessor that was approved failed to please 

a great many people. 

n Governoe, one more question about the ~nergy situation. 

Lieutenant Governor Rein:c;ke said this morning that inst;;d of 

criticizfng the petror;um industry that the Amer!(;an peopl~ ought 
/ . . to be grateful to the oil companies for handling the crisis the way 

they did, because, after all, nobody froze t~eath. Or words to 

that effect. Would you agree with that? 

A That they would what? I didn •t hear --

Q The ~merican people should be grateful to the oil companies 

for the way they handled the oil crisis. 

his words, "Nobody froze to deabh. JI 

Fuel crisis, because in 

A Well, I think it has all in all turned out very well. 

We know that one of the piorities had to do with -- through the winter 



months of middle distillates, heating oil, a~¥o1ndustrial use 

to keep us from having factories and industries close down, to 

minimize the amount of unemployment, and I think that it's been 

reasonably successful. I don't think anyone feels today like 

being an apologist for any particular industry. But I do think 

that too many people in public life have been seeking a -- a whipping 

boy in this energy crisis and it is very easy to center on the: 611 

companies and say, "Oh, they must -- they must be to blame." And 

yet the record indicates that the oil companies, number one, weee 

at the most active in trying to warn us over recent years thct this 

was coming. Number two, the so-called vast increase in profits 

were far less than they were for a number of other industries in 

this country. That the oil companies from 1958 up through 1972 

were having a constantf decline in the percentage of return on 

their investment. And their increase in profits has not been out 

of line with what has happened to them and the prices that they are 

having to pay for the import of f c=eign crude and I think that 

the -- if anything, once again I say that if there is anything that 

could be done they might have done an even better job with less 

government intereerence. Not only now, but in the past. And 

I still myself have a corner of m~ind that would like to see 

what would happen if we would tur6 the marketPlace loose on this 

inst,ad of trying to regiment it. 
/ 

Q Governor, what part or responsibility does the state have - / / / 
in the -- in the case of an accident in a nuc~~Y!E-~2~~~1J!ni? Do 

you know that? 

A No, I don't honestly know the -- what the situation 

would be. I can turn for some legal help here again and find out · 

just what our responsibility is. 

ED MEESE: Our responsibility is to supplement local 

officials in handling what -- any health or safety hazards that 

might come that the local people aren't able to handle. 

A I thought he was referring to what w~ay have with regard 

to setting standards, but those, I believe., belong to the Atomic 

Energy Commission. 

ED MEESE: Atomic Energy Commission. 

A The Energy Commission has the sole responsibility1 nation-

wide, for setting the standards for safety in t.erms of atomic 

type projects. 
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Q Governor, what did you personally do last week in 

Washington with respect to the imposition of ~ o~l price ... 

£2ntrols on California and other states, in try&ng to have the 

federal energy office rescind that decision? 

A Well, I araqnged for a meeting between Mr. Simon and 

Hugh Flournoy whose immediate jurisdiction this came under and 

they had that meoting and we were turned down in our request. 

Q 

Q 

A 

Governor, --

That was all? 

MR. ED MEESE: There is a public hearing today, Governor .. 

That•s right, there is a public hearing. It is going to 

take place and we will have representatives there. 

Q Governor, while you were away --

A Wait a minute. Wait a minute. 

Q You refer to th,nt1:0~k.,:'tplace, atou think that price 

ceilings should be lifted fro~n gasoline? 

Well, I happen to ha a believer in the economic theory 

that the price and wage cor;.·;::::ols neve:::- have been successful and this 

goes all· the way back to ~-:in:..:· Emperer Diocletian of Rome, . and while 

there might be an immediate upsurge in price it would show very 

shortly the marketplace would take over and this would be reduced. 

:nd we have got classic exareples in our own histo~y of when the 

prices started to skyrocket for the whalers off New England for 

whale oil, and suddenly we discovered kerosene and pretty soon the 

price of whale oil was back down lower than it had ever been. And 

I believe in our market system -- and I think that when government 

sets out to regulata&you run a great risk of a whole row of 

dominoes,suddenly way down the line you find a domino tip over 

that you never intended to affect. 

Q What about •• specifically about gasoline price controls 

now? 

A Well,,. again, as I have said, all history indicates that 

while there might be a temporary dislocation and a temporary upsurge 

of prices in the long run the prices usually come back down to 

something less than those prescribed by the -- by the controls. 

Then you would --

A I would like to see the removal of ~age and price controls 

by government. 



Q 
/v 

Governor, while you were away Lieutenant Governor 

Reinecke made some comments on a radio station that he -- I think 

the word he said,. "He winced at your tuibion action .. " Your 

imposition of tuition on the university, and he indicates disagree-
,,. 

ment with you. Has he ever expressed that view to you personally? 

A Well, there has never been any attempt on my part or on 

his to find ourselves in total agreemerton every:issue and ever fac~t 

that comes along, whether it is involved with the Board of Regents 

or anything else in government. Now, the Regents never were 

unanimous about tuition. I happen to believe in it. On the other 

hand, if I -- in what I have heard, I haven't had a chance to talk 

with him about this, but from wh~t I've heard he was also remarking 

mainly about the use of tuition for capital projects on the campus. 

Now all of us were most reluctant inyiving the~university permission 

to do~hat. But this followed the first time that a university 

bond issue for capital construct:tu:.1 had ever been voted down in 

California. And you will recall a few years ago that was 

voted down. The university had some things that had to be done. 

So reluctantly we gave them permission to use this. But it was 

the feeling of most of us, and certainly my ownteeling, that as quickly 

as possible tuition should be used to improve, if possible, the 

education that those who were paying the tuition were receiving .. 

Q 

Q 

Any more questions? 

Yes, just one. Governor, in view of the controversy 

over President Nixon's incm.,!~~' is there anything specific 

that you've done or advised your accountants this year to make 

certain that there is nothing in your eeturns that might some day 

prove embarrassment to you? 

A Well, I've had somebody, of course, doing my returns for 

a great many years, through all~he motion pictll::rll!e industry and 

presently. And they have never had any instruction from me other 

than that I should pay everything that I legitimately owe. And 

that I've never had anyone representing me who ever had any 

inclination to try and devise some way to get around th~aw. And 

I have always paid all the income tax that I owed And I believe 

that that ts probably also true of tm President. I'm sure that 

he did not have anything to do with making out his own returns. 

I'm sure that the deduction that has caused so much talkf that he 

hi.mself has asked now to have judged by Congressionai committee, the 



deduction of an appraised value on his papers, which has been 

taken by every President as long as fhere's been an income tax, 

which was taken by the preceding Governor here, which has been 

taken by Vice Presidents in the past -- I'm quite sure that 

he believed that was a legitimate deduction but he himself snia he 

wanted a Congressional committee to look at i~and if they sai ::! it 

wasn't a legitimate deduction then he wanted to be told how much 

tax he owed. 

Q Governor, may I be sure I understand the logistics of 
d,;,,r~ 

the San Francisco4 situation.. Aside from courtactio ns or 

injunctions which seemed to have been ignored so far, is there any 
rr· ""' 

action the·.state can take without there first being a state of 

emergency declared? Does that have to come before you can do 

anything wmth the health problem or anything like that? 

A No., I think it cotv'>:3 down to where the state -- where 
/ 

we would believe that we 011 the state level were involved with 

protecting the heafth and s2.:;ty of the people. If you recall, 

sometime ago there was a st·.:,::.ke in another city that involved law 

enforcement and we said th<:.:t a city of several hundred thousand 

people could not be left without protection. And we -- we made 

provision for some protection. 

Q So you don't have to have requests of local agencies 

to do that? 

A Not if in our mind the health and safety of the people 

of California are in danger. 

Q Governor, if I can get back to the gas station situation 

for just a second, one of the Supervisors in San Francisco is 

suggesting that CJasoline sales be limited by county, suggesting 

that 'many of the people who buy gas, for example, in San Fr~~isco 

are people who are working in San Francisco but living in other 

places. And as a result we have very long lines, especially long 

lines in San Francisco. Therefore only people who live in San 

Francisco should be allowed to buy gasoline in San Francisco, and 

the same rule might apply in other counties. I'd like to get your 
reaction to thatp 
A Well, I think that this -- I don 1 t know whether this was 
ever studied or looked at by anyone., but I think that we'd be getting 
into a field that would be almost impossible to enforce, that would 
be terribly complicated and I think it must even out because I 
don~t know of any of us that just stay in one county. And what do 
you do if you have a necessity to drive up through the valley, you 
go through several counties, art! you can't turn around and go back 
home to fill up your gas tank. I just think that the -- it isn't -
it doesn •t affect the over-all quotas of gasoline that much.~ 

SQUIRE: Thank you, Governor .• 
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GOVERNBR REAGAN: Oee of our aircraft is missi. ng. 

Q Governor, what's your comment on Sena.(c,r Buckley's 

request that the President resisn? 

A 

Q 

Well, I'm in disagreement with it, of course. 

Governor, do you thin~ this might indicate that the 

President• s support among Reput:;..L:an conservatives might be troubled 

at this point? 

I can't answer what the reaction is going to be. I 

just disagree with it and I disagree with the premise uponwhich 

it is based, that the President is unable to govern. I think all 

of the evidence is to the contrary,_ including the fact that we are 

now going to get some oil from the Middle East. 

Q Why do you think Senator Bukkley \l\Ould do that? 

A I don't know, I have no idea .. 

Q You would say the President should not resign? 

A That's right. I happen to believe in the system and 

the principle. This is now being studied by a 

Congressional committee under the constitution provisions that cover 

such things. And the case involving others is in the court. 

And I think that the presumption of innocence is assured to everyone, 

and that we await the outcome of both the committee, the congress-

ional action and the court. 

Q Governor, d~ou think Judge Sirica should have turned 

over that White House document to the House Committee? 

A I'm not a lawyer. All I know is that the President's 

lawyer said it was all right with him, but it is the defense 

lawyers of the men who are on trial who seem to be protesting it. 

And that's·a decision for a court to make, not me. 
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Q Tell me., ,. you generally agree with Senaf or Buc'kley, 

why are you going different ways .this time? 

A Well, I'm not going any way other than what I have gone. 

He decided to take a little curve in the road, that's up to him. 

I·'m not sure that we have always agr:a::ed on all things. We are 

friends and generally it is true bhat our philosophy has been the 

same. 

Q 

A 

Q 

I am in disagreement with him on this .. 

He's regarded as a man of high principle. 

I hope I am. 

Governor, have you thought in your mind of any circum-

stances under which you thought that t11 e ?residen.:t__ should ~~si_qil.J.__ 

say if it reached the trial in the senate that it would disrupt 

the country for a prolo~gsd period of time? 

A Well, no, there is a constitutional provision with regard 

to this. If -- the Houss of. :~nprese~1.tatives believes there is 

an impeachable offense, thc.~·1 :che trial goes before the Senate. 

That has been done once be:-::c.;::e in tbe history of this country and 

it didn't destroy the coun-t:_y a:id th:3,:s the way the constitution 

said it should be done. 1: ·;.;hink t1H-)r.·,= is something far more 

disruptive in establishing a precedent if we ever should do so, 

that by pressure alone a Presi_dent can be forced to resign. 

Q Governoe, do yot:. '!:::>:;l ieve that President !Hxon has 
~ / 

committed any impeachable offenses? 

A It isn't a case of where I believe or not belhve. 

This is what th~committee is attempting to determine. So far such 

constitutional authorities as Senator Sam Irvin has said, that 

there has been no evidence that.there has been an impeachable 

offense. 

Q What do you believe, Governor, for the record? 

A I don't think there has been. No, but I'm a layman. 

Q Who do you think should Hef ine an impeachable offense? 

A Who? 

Q Who do youj:hink should define an impeachable offense, the 

committee or the White House? 

A Well, I think it is rather clear in the constitution. 

Q There seems to be some difference, though, between 

interp~euauion provided by the White House and the committee. 

A Wall, how would you do .t.hat, lawyer? 
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ED MEESE: Well, the Supreme Court has the responsibility 

of interpreting the constitution. 

A I assume ultimately they should. 

Q Anoth~r subject, Governor. 

A Wait, wait, there is one back there. 

Q Another subject. 

A He's on another subject. Well, I'll take him and then 

come back to you. 

Q Governor, can you tell us, please, wh,·you reappointed 

Katherlne Hearst to the ,Bosrd of Regents£_ 

A Yes, I never intended to do otherwise. Katherine 

Hearst has been on the Board of Regents long before I became 

Governor. She was appointed by a previous governor. She has 

beenone of tle most faithful and o~ of the hardest working and 

best members of the Board of Regents that I've been able to observe 

in all these years. 11.nd it i8 a very fine Board of Regents. So 

I asked her to accept reappoinb:t~d1t. 

"" Q Were you t:rying to send a message to the Symbionese 
./ / 

Liberation Army in light of the situation involving Patricia 

Hearst? 

As a matter cf fact, I was very self-conscious of 

this, of having to call her to ask her to accept the appointment. 

It would have been much easier without them around. No, I wasn't 

sending a message to anyone. I have known -- because ~have known 

the termination dates of regents and I have known that when the 

time came which was March 1, that I was going to want to reappoint 

her and I've krown that ever since I've been in this term of office. 

Q Governor, your administration has been negotiating with 

Assemblyman Charles Warren on the Energy Commission bill for over 

a month now and no results. What•s the problem with that bill? 

What do you want in it? 

Well, it is a very -- it is a very complex bill and there 

are some -- some differences and there are some agreements and ww 

are continuing to negotiate and we are getting down to certain 

points that I'd rather not get into the specifics of what those 

points are, but there are things that we feel the bill should do 

or should not do, and he feels the same way as the author, and it's 

been a measure of good will on the part of both.sides in these 

negotiations .. 



0 Are you hopeful of a reconciliation of compromise that 

can produce a bill this year? 

A Yes, and I think we all are. 

0 Will you sign a bill that has surcharge in it for 

research? 

You know me, on bills I don't talk about them on ·.\That 

I'll sign or veto in advance. 

Q Different subject. 

A Yes. 

Q Governor, can you give us a straight story on whether 

the state is getting an extra allocation of gasoline this month? 

There have been conflicting reports. 

A Yes, there -- yes, it is, and tl1e:ce seems to have been 

a little slip-up incommunications. I don't know how to under-

stand it, from whence it)'cc:··.'.".iG, but appaz.-ently the percentage figure 

that was given to us is ·::he percentage of increase we were going 

to get reflecting the inc:':E:"J.Eed number of automobiles in California 

over the '72 period, was '.t.:,~z;~d on a d::'..fferent figure than we had 

assumed. When··we tra:a.sl ci':.<::J th:)?erce;..1t age figure into gallons it 

came out at 46 million. It actually comes out to almost 42 

million. So it is a slight difference, but we will be getting 

77§ mill:i:"on gallons of ga~'o:L.::..ne and thisrepieese:1t8 an increase 
,,. ,,,,., 

of 41.8 million. And the -- evidently they were using a different 

case figure for computing the percentage increase we We:l!e being 

alloted than we were. 

Q Right, the 48.9 or 8 million, that's the extra? 

A No. 

ED MEBSE: You are getting 41.8. 

A 41.8. We had thought --~our first announcement, we 

simply took the percentage and we think our mathematics were 

right, but we were working from a different base as to what the 

percentage increase that we were told by telegram that we were 

going to get. A~d our figures came out at 46 million and then we 

found out that they were evidently using a different base for our 

March allotment and it comes out at 41.8. 

Q Right. Now, it's been proposed, Governor, that that 

41.8 be allocated to the major grovith count'ies, Los Angeles, 

Orange, Contra Costa, Santa Clara, San Francisco, instead of oat 

to the cow counties. Do you have any views on that? 
-4-



A Well, the regulations are such that -- that we don't have 

that authority. All we have is the -- is the three percent that 

i1allowed for state discretion with regard to emergencies. The 

regulations in Washington still -- they have the allocation and 

we don •t have that. 

Q Wft&n wil~ the: additional gas be in the gas pumps? 

ED MEESE: They are in there now. 

A It is there now. 

ED MEESE: It's been delivered all month, it is part 

of the total allotment. 

A It will be delivered throughout the month. 

Q There seems to be another disagreement. 
/.!J.Ji"y e. 

Mr. ~rewer's 

interpretatk> n of the tel~gram that this was over and above 

the previously announced March allocation, and the Federal Energy 

office said no, that it wasn't. That tha1fwas included in the 

March allocation that had alrec.:!y been announced. 

A Well, depending on when they announcea)their findings and 

when we announced ours. The total is now going to be •- at least 

we are all agreed on this, the total is now going to be 779 

million gallons. The original allocation was somewhere around 
odd 

40/million gallons less than th at. 

Q Governor, on that subject of fu§li. but a different angle 

on that, John Merlo, a Democratic candidate for Lieutenant Governor 

suggested that you cancel your j:t plane cont/act using the 

National Emergency clause, and in that way safe fuel that's being 

used by the jet plane. 

A What would I 

ED MEESE: This is some obscure candidate who has this 

suggestion. 

(Laughter) 

A But I mean what is the -- what is he su§gesting? 

0 Your leased airplane. 

Yes. 

Q Which is a two-year lease. 

A Yeah~ 

0 He is suggesting that you exercise a clause in there 

which permits you to aancel the lease in event of a national 

emergency and national emergency being the gas -- gas, fuel 

shortage .. 



A Wellr that leased jet comes under the heading of General 

Aviation and general aviation'~ allocation of airplane fuel is 

something like about one per cent of all aviation fuel uses. And 

yet it applies to planes that service 70 per cent of ame airports 

of the United States where there are no -- where there is no 

commercial travel. And I don ''t see that there would be anyth:.!1g 

in the1ine of a savings in use doing that? But, again, the 

original reason for the leasing of that jet which is used by other 

departments also was apart of security measure~ And I Cbn 't have 

any control over that. 

Governor, how far will the lifting of the Ar~b oil 

embargo go to alleviating the problem in California? 

A Weli, this 1s one of the points that I think all of us 

·together have a responsibility to make. And I hope we will all 

do. It is going to incrE.c;.:.,:;o, of course. We are going to have --

it is going to alleviate sci.~ .. ~ of the problem. But the energy 

situation and the ~§}:c:i;'.t:ag~ existed before the Aral:s shut off 

the oil And what we sho:.:'.L(.I emphasiz<~ is t!1is does not mean that 

everyone can go back to th:::..:c wastefu.l ways. We are still going 

to have to observe some conservation measures. But now I'm going 

to wait for somebody bve1here to correct me if I'm wrong, but I 

belieee that the resumption of Arab oil can add a~::iout 17 per cent 

nationwide to the u. s. oil supply. 

Q How about California? 

A Well, Califoinia would share in the same allocation 

proportion that we do now, in that. So I suppose that i~it 

came out that -- that would mean that we'd get 17 per cent more 

than we are presently getting. 

Governor, a legislative committee last week predicted 

that the kind of Paris kidnapping was like the Hears~ 

and would be rep~ted with public figures and people of impoftance. 

The question is, do you feel any increased apprehension and is 

your security changed because of this situation? 

A I never comment on the security. I have not seen any 

changes and 

Q How about the st ate? 

A I just go on about my daily life and you can''t live every 

day worrying about something like that. so I don't. 

Q How about your family? Any apprehension there, your 

•.• .: .t::.-6 



A Well, I think that's arfpprehension, that any man in this 

position lives with every day of his life. 

But I mean has Mrs. Reagan expressed any increased 

fear because o~this? 

A No. 

Q Governor, the service stations do not seem to be follow-

" / ing your request to stay op~n on Sundays. Are you going to renew 

that request? 

A Oh, yes, you are -- I'm happy to bring you up to date 

on things. Yes, when we first instituted the plan in those 

counties where the plan -- where they asked for the plan, we had 

proposed that they ratl.,qri_ their gasoliue on a seven-day a week 

basis and encouraged them to stay open. Now, we realize that, 

of course, the national government, in conservation met -- asked 

for Sunday closings as a means of saving. But instituting the 

odd and even day we recognize t:~:.t we had to encourage this other .. 

This did not -- they didn't open on Sundays in the numbers that we 

had hoped and we had the right after the week-end long lines in spite 

of our odd-even plan. We met recanily with representatives from 

local governments of thosepounties that havef:J:he plan. And as a 

result of this I persc,:.o.lly have asked the major oil companies 

which operate a small percent.age of the stations -- most people don•t 

realize that much more than 90 per cent of the stations are 

independent. But I asked the major oil companies if those 

that they operated -- if they would open them on Sundays. There 

has been a great cooperation on their part. A number of them were 

open last Sunday. There will be a greater number open next 

Sunday .. And we have also extended the invitation or the request 

to the Association of Independent Dealers~ So there will be 

several hundred additional stations open thJtUghout the state next 

Sunday. 

Q Governor, in line with that, what's your response to Mr. 

Younger!s proposal that oil corrpanfes get out of the retail business? 

A Well, I just gave the figures here .. I don't know just 

in -- how he means or in what extent he means that. But as I have 

said, well over 90 per cent of allJthe oil stations are 

independent. Independenly owned. I don't care what sign is up 

outside, they have a lease arrangement and a contract for purchasing 

of major oil wholesale. But there are only a few hundred -- a 

small percentage, I should say, I don't know the exact number --



but a small percentage, less than ten per cent of the stations 

that are actually operated by the major oil companies. 

Q But it seems that many of those contracts with the 

independents during the fuel shortage have been a problem. 

Q The companies -- the fuel stations really haven't been 

independent of the company? 

A No~ we have done some looking into that "<Ind we found out 

that most of those companies -- most of those leases only assure 

that they will take a ~ertain percentage of their oil, or their 

product from the leasing company. They are free to go out on their 

own. 

0 Governor, the Attorney @eneral also recommended that 

pipel{nes be plac6'd unaer regulation of the Puhlic Utilities 
~ 

Commission. Where do you stand on that? 

A I haven't seen w:·1at it is that he recommended, and I'd 

want to study it myself. I'd also want to find out what the 

PUC 1 s reaction was to that. I -- personally I think there is a 

difference between private ,_::nterprise situation such as an 

industry such as th,oil industry, and the utility monopolies wlich, 

of course, must be regulated by a commission, a Public Utility 

Commission. And I question the advisability of -- of putting 

private enterprise under that commission. 

Q You don't consider fuel a public utility then? 

It is not in the monopoly sense that a utility is. 

Q Sohow about in and of itself to the degree that so many 

people iepend on using it, you don't think it is a public utility? 

A Well, again, as I say, we -- we $ither believe in a free 

enterprise system, we believe in federal -- government regulations, 

not federal government -- governmert regulations to insure protection 

for Ue consumer. But we do not place private enterprise under 

government control and regimentation. We do witb the utilities 

on the basis that they, by their very nature, do have a monopoly 

situation. And tra refore to protect the public from monopoly 

w~ r$9ulate them. 

Q Do you -- you seem to be, then, in opposition to both 

of th~ttorney General's recommendations so far. 

A Well,, I don't really know what -- wh~t it is he• s recom-

mending. 

Q We knew about two wees ago. 



A Well, I would have to see what the~ere and I would also 

want to get the reaction of the Public Utility Commission. 

Q -Governor, what he's recommending is that the mafor oil 
/ / / ~ -companies sell their wholry owned gas stations. 

A Well, if they did this would be a very small number. 

I say, it is less than ten per cent, or as low as three: .per cent 

of the stations. 

Q Is that idea-- does that -- is that idea ODfensive to 

your sense of free enterprise? 

A Well, I've never given it -- I've never given it much 
owning 

thought. As I say, hardly --/anywhere from ten down to three 

As 

per cent of the stations hardly constitutes a monopoly, and I can't 

see there is a great threat to the independent stations. 

Q Govet'nor, there was a story over the week-end suggesting 

that you have delivered an unprecedented bonanza to the utility 

companies, rates under you in t~:::; five year studies have increased 

$813 million. Under former gove:::-nors they ha~e all gone down. 

What's your reaction to that? 

A I won't define my reaction. I'll just simply say that 

a one-time somewhat dissident employee ef aff member of the Public 

Utilities Commission brought that before the Senate Committee here 

in the Capitol quite sometime ago and hoped they would adopt it 

as a report. They did not, they rejected it, but it was leaked 

at that time, about a year ago, as something of a Senate Committee 

report which it was not. And then it has just turned up recently 

in another newspaper as something brand new and factual on the 

situation. The plain truth of the matter is, and get these points 

very carefully, Number one, utility services in the Stets of 

California rank the highest-in the nation. Number two, utility 

rates in the State of California are the lowest of all the 25 

major cities in the United States. We rank among tbe lowest 

in the lowest. Number three, earnings of utilities in California 

are lower than in the rest of the courtry. Now, with all of this 

the utilities have managed tokeep up -- back through these recent 

years, in the expansion, the growth in California, to enlarge the 

facilities to meet our needs. It has only been recently that we 

have pointed ou~the energy crisis and all that California might 

come to the day of brownouts, as we have seen them in the east, 

and in other parts of the country, power failures and so forth, 
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long delays in the install at ion of telephones. But we don't have 

any of those things. Now, I don't know what more you couid ask 

than --of the ~ublic Utilities Commission than to provide the 

people with the best service at the lowest rates, and the companies 

are having tle lowest rate of return, the lowest profits. 

Q Governor, that same story suggests, for example, t'hat your 

stance is that th~companies themselves should set depreciation 

expense. Whereas traditionally the commission itself would 

scrutimize that. Is that your feeling? 

A Well, I don't know -- I don't issue orders to the Pub~ 

Utilities Commission and I don't get on thephone ead tell them what 

I want them to do or ask favors of them in any way. I am 

responsible for them and tb~y have beeidoing their job. And I 

haven't been that careful about all the points that this man made. 

As I say, this is a-- I do;:'-:: find it a factual report. And I 

find it something th~t waB :i.::::t'gcted once by the Senate Committee 

upstairs. And I haven't t:.k,2':n it up point by point with the 

Utilities Commission. 

about the utilities situat.~o~~: in Calii:.::n::nia, and the advantages 

that the people of California have because of that. 

Q Governor, yesterday the owners of private mental health 

facilities were here in the ca.pitol, to say --cet~plain about the 

fact that they haven't had rate increases for the last six years. 

Today the Senate Select Committee on State Hospitals also said 

those local programs are badly underfunded. Is not in fact 

this transfer of the mentally ill and the mentally retarded to 

local areas bogging down because of that? Should the state do 

something to provide more money for these local health programs? 

A This is'possible. I don't know, I haven't had a discussion 

on that as yet or this particular situation. I only know that 

the program is not bogging down. I do know that in the past, 

as the Landerman-Petris-Short Bill has been implemented there 

were counties that moved a little too fast in some instances. We 

found out, for example, that in this, that the state didnot have 

authority with regard to licensing and regulation of some of these. 

We have been taking steps in that direction and they are continuing 

to take steps to give us that authority. But basically it is a 

very sound program. Any time you get one foot across the border 

from the State of California you discover that the rest of the 



United states recognizes mental health care in California is the 

leader of the nation, if not the world. And they come here to find 

out how we are making it work. Now, originally the Landerman-

Petris-Short bill called for state funding of 75 per cent of 

the subsidt of the county mental ~care local -- clinics and 

hospitals. We found that many of them were operating with only 

a 50 per cent subsidy. That the state wasn't keeping its end 

of the bargain .. We are funding them now at 90 per cent of 

support. And there may be, as you make a movement of this kind, 

there may still be some inequities and there obviously are some 

places that need correcting and bringing up to date. I know in 

one county, Los Angeles County, the latest figures I have were 

that tl:e re were about 1400 such institutions, that a thousand of them 

were providing a better service}han we have ever provided in the 

state hospitals. About another 200 of them are equal to the state 

hospitals and there were a court.(;: of hundred that we were after 

and that we're working on to -- to brl ng up to standard. So you 

are going to have situations of that kind. But it is not through 

neglect or it is not through any failure of the program, as such. 

It is a it is a fine program and we have increased the budgets 

the budget for that so~t of thing from around $40 million to 

$300 million .. 5o the State is -- is otviously -- this is an 

indication of our intention to make the program work. If there 

is still something that is needed to be done, we will do it. 

() Some members of the committee, Governor, suggested 

that there needs to· be a ~8versal of th; trend. That yonr 

administration has established with mental hospitals. And that 

there could quite possible be a doubling of the entire budget, 

considerable amount of money --more m:iney spent. Do you agree 

wibh that? 

A Well, very frankly, I think there 1 s been a great deal 
/ / / 

of misinf6'rmation put out by CSEA who objected to the entire 

philosophy of this because they wanted more state hospitals and 

bigger state hospitals and more state employees without this 

being turned back to the local level. And frankly I repeat, a 

great deal of .misinformation hasbeen put out of CSEA headquarters. 

And frankly it is a disservice to the people, it causes great worry 

and concern and fear among the families of people who are patients 
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in these hospllt.als. Whay 'd like to call to your attention, the 

fact that even my predecessor, before our administration came 

in, had re~uced the population in the mental -- the hospitals 

for the mentally ill from over 37,000 down to 26,000. Now, it has 

gone from 26,000 under us down to 7,000. But it has gone with 

that increased -- in our administration that increased subsidy 

to these local wental,~are centers. But the people 

experienced in the field, the people whoare responsible for the 

policies of helping thementally ill andtrying to restore them to 

a useful life, endorse totally this concept of smaller more 

personalized treatment centers close to home where some patients 

can become outpatients and even hold jobs and live reasonablly 

normal. lives .. Now, admittedly you couldn't have had tha~ithout 

some of the developments in recent years in the tranquilizers 

and methods of treatment. Maybe in earlier time -- you can't 

blame our parents and say, ·v.1•..Jll, they had snake pits in their day .. 

In that day they didn't hav8 the same knowledge and the same means 

of treatment. that we haveQ 3ut we ~r~ curing mentally ill and we 

are helping mentally ill t:; live mol'.:.::l wn·ma.1 lives with this system. 

0 Governor, the sat!1~ committee this morning seemed to 

indicate that they felt they would get support from your administra

tion in incre~sing funds at the community level., Not in the state 

hospital, in fact Senator Be:nr mentioned it miggt 'be a necessity t<.b 

double fund. 

A Well, as I say, we know that there are some -- some 

counties move too fast and we know that there have to be some adjust-

ments. Pe are doing it constantly. It isn't something that just 

was discovered. I gave you the figurespn one county, Los Angeles 

been}rying to do there with the 200 out County, and what we have 

of 1400 that we believe are b~low the standard. They should be 

Q He seemed to be indicating something very dramatic, 

like double funding of the community level clinics rather than the 

state hospital improvements. Is that too dramatic? 

A You are going to have to let me sit down and see exactly 

what it is they are proposing and what the problem is. 

Q Governor, specifically they are talking about funding the 

L.P.s. pr'ogram. Increasing the funds for it. Are you willing to 

support some augmentation of L.:E>.S. funding in this budget year? 
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A Well, I ha.en't seen the figures. Seenwhat they are 

recommending and it is going to be -- to depend an awful lot, the 

budget's already made up, on what's available to us. 

Q Governor, an official in the State Department of Health 

told me yesterday that one way -- one thing that should be 

done is build in an automatic cost-of-living increase for these local 

facilities, the rate -- the rates they receive. As the case in 

certain welfare categories. Do yo~ think that would be a good 

idea? 

A Well, I want to study it. I really would want to study 

that. 

() Governor, an other subject. There was a report in the 

Washingtm paper this week that Caspc&r Weinberg~r has join~d the 

inner circle of your advisors who are planning your 1976 

Presidential cam~ign~ Can you confirm that or confirm the 

existence of such a group? 

A No, there is nothing to confirm, and that was Evans.n 

Nova.¢k column, and all-that we have had the same fine relationship 

that we have always had, with Casper Weinberger. And his assurance 

in regard to the welf c:: .. :e programs and the talk of new programs that 

we will be updated· a•.d contimaally briefed 'on what it is that• s 

being proposed in Washington. 

Are you aware of any one that any of your friends may have 

retained for the 1974 equivalent of F. Clifton White to wander 

around tre country and see what the response to your -- potential 

Reagan candidacy might be? 

A Ne>, no one h:.::>'3 er:·:.:: that and no one could under present 

election 1 aws, becaus;s ~:".! .. '-):-' 'l h<::"le to report that as a car:rpaign 

activity and whatever ',\'.w.a spent. And no, there is nothing of that 

klnd being done. 

Q 
• r < • • Are you say:1ng t:hat there are no political commit tees now 

,,,,r 
in existence collecting funds or making -- maneuvering with regard 

to any political ambitions you might have in the future? 

A For me? 

Q Yes. 

A I am saying that exactly as youyust put it. 

Q Governor, do you -- could)You clarify your remark of last 

week that the new governor's residence di. d not represent your personal 

taste in view of the fact that you approved the plans for it? 



been planned with t architects. This was i. :esponse to a 

charge that had been made that Nancy and myself had soaj"lt to impose 

on the State of California what we ourselves would have chosen 

as a house for ourselves to live in. And I said no, if these 

had been our architects and we were buD ding a home with that 

money we personally would have -- might have had other ideasQ 

Would have had other ideas, I'm sure. But our function was to 

give an input to the architects regarding the problems that 

we are dealing with firsthand and have dealt with over these last 

several years. with regard to what is required of you in entertain-

ment, our own family problems, the possibility that there will be 

governors in the future with small.children and so forth. And this 

was-- thiw was the input that we provided. Plus the decision that 

had been made earlier and seemed to have general agreement that 

keeping the home within the Spa~ish style was -- would give it a 

longevity, would not be sor::.:;;;t:hing that would go out of style the 

next day, that woul"'e in keeping with thehistory of California. 

Now, the architects were C:·.:~ighted with that particular approach 

anyway and that was the a;:•1::::-oach thay r1ad brought to us, in the 

Spanish style contemporized, not totally goin~ack and embracing 

the classic old style, but modernizing up to meet the requirements 

of today. And we gave that input. But I was simply refuting 

the charge of one man who seems tofeel that somehow we were 

dictating that this be built as if we were going to live in it. 

We arejiot going to live in it at all, it isn't going to be finished 

by the time we are gone. 

Q 
. r 

But does it reflect your personal saste for a governor's 

residence 
--~----~-

if you were going to serve another term wouldn't you 

like to live in auah a residence? 

A Oh, I think anyone would like to live in such a residence. 

I think it is a bea{ufiful home and I think that it also recognizes 

the added problems of entertainment and has made provision for 

them, but without going lavishly into providing ballrooms and 

that sort of thing. You know, it is a very funny thing, but one of 

the first and when Napcy came up here to meet with Mrs.Brown 

about the old residence,one of the first things that Mrs. Brown said 

to her was, she said, "Anything that you may want to do and start 

to do with regard to providing a new residence for governors of 

California, count me in, I'd like to help." Now, the architects 

also consulted Mrs. Brown and consulted Mrs. Knight. As well as 



us. about this res- .... ence. 

SQUIRE: Any more questions? 

Q Governor, now that the San Francisco strike is over, 

./ ,,, r ";'°' " are you happy with tlte ~ay it wa~.andled and settled? 

A I •m glad i~is over. As I said before, it was an illegal 

strike and I think it should be J;'ecognized as such. 

SQUIRE: There is one back here. 

Governor, yesterday when you weee talking to the students 

there was a question regarding the media and you said one of the 'l 

things that bothered you, tbat the other side wasn't always told. 

Would you favor, like Florida's Right to Reply, wherein if a 

public official is critieized in print he gets to reply in print 

soon thereafter? 

A What law is that? 

Q . 1 ,Lh R 1 It is cal ed the Rig t to ep y. 

A Oh, no. Not -- not necessarily. I don't think that's 

an answer. And I thought that I -- knowing some of you were 

present, I thought I tempered any criticism I might have. I said 

tc(the young people that in this day, when they are being beset by 

a flood of information from every source, more than any generation 

perhaps in history, t:··F.~t they should recognize that very often 

some of that is .m.i_sinJg_;:m9!;ion and they have to really work at it 

and go out of their way to make sure they have both sides of 

issues and understand completely what the situation is in all of 

the things they are hearing. 

SQUIRE: Thank you, Governor. 

---000--
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GOVERNOR REAGAN: I almost cancelled this this morning 

to stay with the kids out in the hall there. 

walk getting through. 

It's been ~ long 

Q d f /. h / /d l" . Governor, o you aver returning t e state spee imit 

to 65 miles an hour? 

Well, I think that the -- that thes was one of the 

conservation measures that w1.~re instituted because of the energ, 

shortage and I feel th at fs:; rrobably •J= possibly will be one of the 

earliest to go when we can r~lax somewhat. But I don't think that 

we have come to the point where we can relax any of the conservation 

measures. Even though we are now going to get an increased 

supply of oil from the Arab nations they did not with their embargo 

cause the energy shortage. There was an ~nar9y shortageL tle:'e 

is an energy shortage, even with them producing and selling at 

full capacity. So I think that our conservation of oil and gas 

is going to be with us for sometime. I do think that that probably 

would be one of tle first to go when we can relax. 

Q Governor, do you have any hard evidence to show that --

that the~imit is inract saving gasoline when tm indications are 

that very few people are observing the speed limit anyway? 

A Well, we don't think that very few are. I know there are 

exceptional cases, and there is impatienee with it. I know that 

the Highway Patrol has increased by a solid percentage the number 

of tickets they are giving for speed violations. And it is a 

little frustrating to them. At the same time there is some pluses 

from it. Whether that mr the reduced number of cars, we have a 

reduction in accidents and fatalities on the highways. Maybe a 

lot of people are better natured now and they are not pushing the 

pedal to the floor all the time. But the evidence is to the 

savings, there just can't help but be. I don't know whether .. 



our Energy Council an p~npoint any exact perc ~tage, that would 

be difficult to do. How much of it is attributed to people that 

have eliminated wasteful driving, we sho¥ld continue to eliminate 

that but it is a fact that when you get out on the stretch where 

you can go there is no question about the increased mileage 

that an automobile gets. Now, obviously that 55 mile linl'it doesn't 

do anything about the very wasteful around-town driving where 

sto-and-go driving increases consumption of gas. But out on 

the freeway we do know -- I know instances of the span between 

Los Angeles and -- and Palm Springs where people have :fb und and 

with larger cars, that they have saves as much as three and a half 

gallons of gas over the previous use on just the one trip down. 

Q 

Q 

Governor, the speed limit bill --

You wouldn't be in favor of abolishing it yet, eliminating 

the 55 miles an hour? 

No, I said I think this would be one of the earlier things 

to go, but I den •t think we should give up any of the conservation 

~~as yet, go back to our wasteful ways. 

Q Governor, the speed limit bill you signed reduced the 

limit for an eighteen month period. 

A Yeah. 

0 Do you see the prospect of lifting that lower limit before 

that eighteen months is up? 

A I wouldn't want to make a prediction. I honestly don't 

know. I think we areJ;oing to have to see what happens, how much 

savings we are making and when the additional oil begins coming, 

what the situation is. 

Q Governor, do you think the speed limit has created a 

disregard for traffic laws as the California Highway Commissioner 

said? 

A No, traffic laws aw we know and the violation of them 

has always been with us. There are always those who find some rea-

son or excuse or just desire to violate them in one way or the 

other, whether it is fudging on a stop sign or going beyorld the 

speed limit. I think there is some indication that even those who 

are violating them are violating them at a lower rate of speed. 

Their comparative speed to the 55, those who are observing the 55 

mile limit is not as great as when they are speeding above those 

who are going 65 miles an hour. I realize that to many people the 

speed limit that is enforced for conservation measures to save gas 
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probably doesn't seem as serious to them as the speed limit that 

is based on protection of life and limb. 

Q Governor, the ~allop P_211 says that county chairmen favor 
(' h_,,. .. ~,,,~~ 

you ahead of all other possible Republicans for the nomin~ 

Only once in twenty years, · Mr. Gallop says, have they not picked 

who the -- the person who wound up to be the nominee. Now, ·what do 

you attribute your success in that? 

(Laughter) 

A I haven't any answer to that. All I can say is that I'm 

'aWare of that poll and you bask in the warmth of approval by your 

fellow men .. But nothing has changed the situation or what I've 

told you before on my position. It is far too early for that to 

be even anything that's thought about or -- or anyone has to make 

a decision about mt. So I look in the mirror and I -- and I 

console or I ease myself C'~·.t: of that wa::mth with the recognition 

that a poll is only as good as the day it is taken. 
,/ 

Q Do you believe, l-'~1:·,. Ford w'ht::::rt he says -- Vice President 

Ford, when he says he's gr.::L:·.lg- to be tr;:;(;G°gh with' public office in 

l97f? 

A Well, I know that this is very consistent with what he's 

been saying for sometime and it is a matter of f::i.mily -- personal 

relationships that he -- tbis is a pledge to his family and I see 

no reason to doubt him. 

Q Well, Governor, considering the poll, the county chairmen, 

and the statement by the Vice President, does this come close to 
/ / ,.(. 

your concept of the office seeking th~man? 

A Wel 1, I would say that it would be -- make more of an 

impression if it were about a year and a half or two years from now. 

And as I have said before, the difference is this is a long time 

to go and therefore while, as I say, this is pleasant and -- to 

think that there are people that think that highly of you, you don't 

make any decisions based on that. 

Q Governor, ~f you were going that well in the polls or 

better at the beginning of the 1976 primaries, or a few months 

before, would that persuade you to be a candidate? 

A Well, I'll let you know then or before. I told you 

that there -- I'll make a decision when and if I think circumstances 
in 

warrant it. And/. making such one you'll be the first to know. 
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Q Governor, do you think your travels around the country 

have helped bring yvu. up in the polls? 

A Oh, I don't think they have been that widespread. They 

have naturally -- haven't been that -- that much. I've been in 

several states but one town in a state; speaking to one g:roup of 

people in a banquet hardly aan}>e compared to going through the 

st ate and campaigning. 
. ,,,.. 

Q Governor, does your trip~ aro~Ed ~he coup~rl -- do they 1n-

terfef~ wit-6 your goverfiing the state in any way/ 
' 

A No, and if they did I wouldn't go. As a matter of fact, 

I turned down far more invitations than those I accepted. As I 

have said before, usually most of the time those invitations are 

tied to a trip that I have to make anyway~ A legitimate trip and 

then on the ~ay in and on the way back I do some -- I accept such 

invitations as I can, and as would fit the -- the trip. But 

actually if I were not int:~:~r.::t.:rccd in doing the job I'm doing I 

could be gone every day and r imagine that's true of most people 

in public off ice. Evider~""~J.y there ure more more opportunities 

to speak than there are s;;~,_,.:~er.s and ~C · ve known even before I was a 

governor that you may -- if you said yes to everyone of them 

you could be out on the speaking circuit all of the time. 

Q Itas been suggested that you are getting bored wij;_h 

A Yes, I understand there's been .such a suggestion. It 

is absolutely untrue. As a matter of fact, I can't ranember a day 

when I'm ever awakened bored, in the morning. I look forward 

to every day and I have found this the most challeg9ing and 

exciting thing I 1 ve ever done in my life. It still has that 

challenge and that ex~&tement and there are several things that I 

want to get done before my term is up. And anyone who thinks 

that just hasn't been paying very much attention. 

Q 

A 

~at~? Y~~~n1:_.J:~~.9~,! ... -<I2~)~!.~J~C?.E~~~Y?~E~!~~i!L~~q_ver} 
Oh, there are some things-- the recommendations of our 

task force on criminal justice, that we want to get done in the 

field of law enforcement. There are still some things that I 

would like to get done with regard to the taxation, recommendations 

that I made in the State of the State address. We are reviewing 

now and studying the results of tbe task force on what might 

if anything can be done •bout eliminating duplication in all the 

local government and special districts that we have in the state. 

All of tbese things, very vital. 



Q Governor can you tell us what -- tt _us tha truth 

about the !_ales tax increase? 
/ 

Is it possible to put it off 
r 

till June l? 

A Well, I think we would be taking a terrible risk if 

we did. As you remember, there was a great controversy. I had 

suggested that perhaps for the longer span, so that we wouldn't 

have the prices yo-yoing back and forth, that maybe that one sent 

should have been a half a cent for a year instead of one cent for 

six months. 

six months. 

The legislature elected to make it one penny for 

Now, this did not mean wh could cut the tax by that 

amount .. We cut it by replacing it with $300 some million dollars 
d~C. 

of the ~-time surplus. That was a manner of rebating $320 

million surplus of last year to the taxpayers. Now, the one penny 

that goes back on and the one penny that we have -- that we have 

had off ~or six months is the p~nny that is already spent. It is 

committed to that extra reductl:m the homeowner gets in his property 

tax. That's the penny of sales tax that subsidizes a reduction 

in the homeowner's tax and renter relief. So it isn't a case of ~-

that it is a million and a half dollars that w~ a.week or a day, 

whateuer it is, that ·we don't -- a day, I guess -- that we don't 

need,. It is -- it is already committed, to this prcperty tax 

relief fund. Andjit has to go up. Now, the -- to speculate at 

this particular time with the energy crisis that has increased 

unemployment and so forth -- to speculate and giess at whether 

we can break even if we continue to think of a surplus in advance 

would not beyise. Right now we have only envisioned about a 

$27 million leeway between a balanced and an unbalanced budget 

at the end of tre fiscal year. Now if we are lucky and there 

is a turn in the economy we can have more than that, but if are 

unlucky and we guessed wrong, $27 million in a $9.8 mill~on 

billion dollar budget :is just a a speck on the glass. 

Q would roll it back too much, 
!#"''~> 

does land on your desk by some chance you'll veto it? 

A 

kind. 

Well, you kow I never like to comment on anything of that 

But as it stands now I think that fiscal responsibility 

would dictate that I couldn•t sign it. If the situation changes 

between now and then, if it ever gets to the desk, we will look at 

it very seriously in light of the situation as we krx:>w it at that 

time. 
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Q 

allowing 

agree or 

A 

Governor. ;he Department of Transpo~ .tion is consid~ring 
/ , 

trucks an excess tE!f)'E!r cent weight to save gas. Would you 

approve of the Department of Transportation doing that? 

Wel 1, I know a study is goi ngfoorth. I haventt seen it 

yet, but what this is about is to try and ease the problem for 

trucking lines that because of the lowered speed limit now find 

that·tpey are lowering the speed limit to save gas, but they -- it 

takes longer to make the trip and the deli very and they therefore 

may have to add -- add trips. And this is what it is all about, 

is trying to ease their problem to give them emporarily, at least, 

the right to carry a heavier load. 

Q Would you agree with that in light of the fact the legisQ 

lature has repeatedly turned that down on a safety basis? 

A We ourselves have turned it down on a safety basis, but 

I'd like to -- I haven't seen tr1e study of the Department of 

Transport at ion yet. I '11 loo;;;;: ccrc that .. 

Q Governor, the trucking speed limit has always eeen 55 

miles an hour .. They haven't lowered it for trucks. 

A I know, they were supposed to have their trucks set at 

the greatest eeficiency for that matter also, but then why were 

all of the truckers in fact some of them, the independent 
and 

truckers, even striking/among their many demands was the i~position 

of this 55 mile speed limit on the -- evidently they haven't 

been going 55 miles an hour. 

Q 

for them? 

A 

Q 

A 

0 

If they are breaking the law do you have much sympathy 

I have no sympathy for lawbreakers. 

Does that include truckers in this case? 

That includes anybody. 

Governor, at the CalJ. __ fQrni11L.B~RYbli9.aI.1~.-~l?~S~ over the 

.t /' 
some talk that some of your suppor(s were working for a nO::.endorse-

r 
ment. Is that -- whether or not -- in other words, they were 

hoping that the Assembly would not endorse anybody. 

A When you say "my supporters .. -- maybe people that have 

supported me. I can assure you that there are people who have 

supported me in the past -- my past two campaigns who are -- have 

chosen a variety of candidates to support in this primary and at 

my urging, because I have told all of them that I am neutral, but 

they are free to go whatever way they want to go and whatever 



or no endorsement, I den 't know, but I'm quite sure that it goes 

on in every election. 

Q Well, Governor, then your people had no part in the 

kind of strategy of endorsement --

A What? 

Q Your people had no part in part of the strategy down 

there, trying to have no endorsements? 

A When',:you say "my people" -

Q I mean the people out of your administration. 

A No, no, because I'v~ssued orders to the administration 

and to all of our pa:>ple here that even though it seems like an 

invasion of their private rights, I'm afraid that they are going 

to have to be neutral, too. 

Q Governor, if it looks like it is going to be a really 

91oody 2rimary betw~~~oy,an~ Reinecke, to wreck the 

Republican;. •party's chances of winning, would you then step in 

A Well I don't tr~:; :1.k that wili be mecessary. You got 

two men W1 o are personal friands, you've got t\'O men who have 

already shown up at fund raisers for legislative candidates 

together. Co-sp~nsored tht3m, you might say. T~.oy botJtledged 

to observe the lbth commanament, and both have pledged 

that they will support the other if the other should be the victor 

in the primary. 

kind., 

So I just don't anticipate any problem of that 

r' 
Q Governor, the United States Supreme Court ruled this 

morning that it is unconstitutional to keep a candidate off a...£?ll~t 

solely on the basis of a .!!.li,ng~J~~· And that an alternative 

must be provided for indigent people. Do you agree with that 

philosophy? 

A Well, I haven't seen the decision or the ruling, but I 

don't think anybody should be deniearhe right to run for office 

because of a lack of a filing fee, so I suppose I'd have to say 

that anyone who wants to,maybe -- there should be some 

provision. 

Q 
. "' ,,,, Would you sign a bill if it crossed your desk to that 

effect? 

A I dm't know, you know, you asked me and I made an answer 
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on this thing, at "maybe I made the~ame ans1At that alma; t anyone 

makes off their head, because we do -- we dcn1 t want anyone denied 

thet~ democratic rights. I have to say I haven't given any study 

to the matter or the philosophy behind a filing fee. I suppose 

it was originally conceived to ensure that serious contenders 

would be the only ones who would --would make an effort to run. 

I'd like to study this and find out just what's back of this and 

Q 

support'? 

/ "" How about signatures as a statement of seriousness and 

Well, that might be something to look at. There might 

be some way around it. I think this is -- as I say, I just 

it isn't something that I've studied or thought abru t before and 

I'd like to -- there must be some way on one hand I don't want 

to see someone who ~egitimately wants to run denied the right to 

run because of the lack of a filing fee. On the other hand, if 

there is a -- if this came intc ::Jeing to prevent abuse of -- of 

this and maybe there is a substitute o~the kirrl you suggested .. 

Q Governor, have you had-; a chance e: :to. study £0 · detail 
/ 

those two recommendations by the Atto/ney General regarding the 

oil industry, the one3 we talked about last week? 

didn't really have a chance to study them. 

A Two recommendations of last week? 

You said you 

Q Regarding Mr. Younger suggested the 2iJ -- the big 

petroleum ~omEan!~~ should ~st~th~~elve~_Qf~~tail gasoline 

stat ions. 
I 

A No, ~actually haven't. I remember that as I answered 
J 

you at the time that they -- they actually owned less than ten 

per cent of the outlets. We found that out when we asked t'tem 

to open their stations on Sunday and all of them cooperated and we 

found that they don't make a very big dent. I think most people 

are ionfused and fhtnk that because the sign up there on the oil 

station·•s in the name of a -- of a particular brand of oil or (jas 

that they are companl(owned. More than ninety per cent are not. 

They are independent. And I haven't had a chance to look into 

that or even to talk to our Energy Cruncil about it. 
/ /' 

Q Governor, the Stqte Bar over the weekOend, Board of 
~ 

Governors, recommended that the Staee Commission on additional 
,,,,,~ 

appointments be enlarged and revised, to avoid fuqure hassles like 
~ 

your appointment over Justice Clark. Have you given ahat any 

consideration? 
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A Well, as m recall I asked for a ca titutional change 

with regard to the appointment of j-g.dges and was unable to get it 

when I first became Governor. We have empl6yed a voluntary system 

that has taken the arm2in!:.m~~I.l~.~Q[~dg_es out of politics and has 

used not only the State Bar board, the local bar, the judiciary 

and committees of laymen to ensure that we get men on quality and 

not on some political basis, and the systei:91as worked very well. 

Now, maybe they are thinking of -- ahead of what they want to do 

if somebody else is governor, a1somebody else is going to be, but 

so far the system has beerrorking very well. 

Q You don't see any need fo1change? 

Well I haven't actually seen all that they have 

recommended here. I'd like to see that. I think th ere is a 

caution, also, that you don:t want to go too far in, then giving 

some particular group a po~er that-- that the governor himself has 

given up voluntarily. 

SQUIRE: Any more questions? 

Q Governor, the f"i::.{ ?rancisco tea:r:ers 1 strike has been 

going on now for some thrr:-"" c,.;;eeks. v7i1a'l: is your reaction to that 

situation and can you say t'i1at you ha~e any authority -- does the 

stat'e have any autiiority to do something about it? 

A No, I don•t know of any authority that we have to do any~~ 

thing about it. But I can omly repeat what I'v~aid before. I 

dcji.ot believe that publmc -- public employees bive the right to 

strike. As a matte1'f fact, itJis illegal. It is against the 

law. ~nd I find that -- in ·very disturbing that teachers who are 

instructing our young people then set an example of choosing 

those laws that they will obey and which laws they will break. 

Q 
,,,. /. 

Governor, you have ~ luncheon scheduled for tomorrow over 

Have you decided how you are goinq to get 

from here to there? Today, excuse me. Today. 

A Today. Well, I'm going to corre out of my office and 

r•m going to go out the side door and I'm going to walk across the 

street and I'm going to walk into the restaurant. 

A 
a picket 
building 
struck. 

There is a picket line out th ere, Governor. 

SQUIRE: Thank you, Governor. 
~ou are talking about the UPI picket line? Well, that's 

line for UPI. The fact that they are in tre same 
that a restaurant is in -- the restaurant isn't being 
I'm going to the restaurant. 
SQUIRE: Thank you, Governor. 

---000---
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